CLOUDBASIC RDS Multi-AR

Migrate and Optimize Microsoft SQL Server on AWS with CLOUDBASIC on AWS Marketplace
CLOUDBASIC RDS Multi-AR Use Cases

- **Inter-Region Disaster Recovery (Geo-Replicate)**
- **Offloading of Primary (Read Replicas)**
CLOUDBASIC RDS Multi-AR
Disaster Recovery (Inter-region/Geo-Replicate)

AWS Region A
- Private Subnet
- Availability Zone
- CLOUDBASIC RDS/EC2 Instance A
- Amazon RDS/EC2 Primary
- SQL Server

AWS Region B
- Private Subnet
- Availability Zone
- CLOUDBASIC RDS/EC2 Instance B
- Amazon RDS/EC2 Secondary
- SQL Server

VPC Peering
Multi-AR Failover
CLOUDBASIC RDS Multi-AR
Offloading of Primary (SQL Server Read Replicas)
CLOUDBASIC RDS Multi-AR

Advisory Enterprise Support Included with Subscription
Case Studies, Product Preview, Fact Sheet

http://cloudbasic.net/case-studies
http://demo.cloudbasic.net/
http://fact-sheet.cloudbasic.net/